
 
 
By Email (ssikka@newtonma.gov) 
City of Newton Urban Design Commission 
Planning & Development Department 
1000 Commonwealth Ave. 
Newton, MA 02459 
 
May 4, 2020 
 
Dear Members of the Urban Design Commission:  
 
 The Lower Falls Improvement Association Riverside Committee appreciates the 
opportunity to share our thoughts about the comprehensive signage plan required by the 
Riverside zoning ordinance, which are both procedural and substantive. 
 
 With respect to procedure, after much discussion with the Mark Development team, we 
understand and appreciate their desire to make detailed signage proposals in connection with 
final architectural designs, i.e., after a decision on the special permit.  That said, the zoning 
ordinance requires that the developer submit and the City Council approve a comprehensive 
signage program as part of the special permit process.  We intend to propose to the Land Use 
Committee that the special permit (i.e., the “Board Order”): (1) set limits on the number, size and 
basic types of signs that will be permitted for at least Buildings 1 and 2 and all signs that will be 
visible from Grove Street1; and (2) require that the final signage plan, including both number and 
size as well as all final design details, within such limits, be approved by the UDC in accordance 
with its usual sign permit process, including an opportunity for public comment.  This should 
satisfy the requirement of the zoning ordinance while allowing design details, including sign 
locations, to be determined later. 
 
 With respect to the substance of the limits to be adopted by the City Council, we consider 
it vital to ensure that the signage is appropriate for the context of the site. Specifically: 
 

(1)  Riverside will be primarily a residential development, adjacent to two residential 
neighborhoods (Newton Lower Falls and Auburndale).  The signage should be 
appropriate for this residential context, rather than giving the appearance that the primary 
site usages are office and retail; 
 
(2)  Grove Street is a tree-lined, designated scenic road.  All aspects of the site design, 
including signage should retain as much of that character as possible; 
 

                                                 
1 The City Council may also wish to set limits on the signs within the project.  We would have no objection to that 
approach, and of course hope that the signage within the project will be tasteful and appropriate for a predominantly 
residential project, but because the internal signage will affect the character of or have significant lighting impacts 
on the surrounding neighborhoods, we defer to others on this issue.  
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(3)  The view of the project from Rt. 128/I-95 is the view of the project from Newton 
Lower Falls, particularly from DeForest Road, which is only 400 feet from the project 
site, but also elsewhere in Lower Falls, particularly with respect to Building 1.  Thus, 
signage on the hotel and office buildings (Buildings 1 and 2) should be designed and 
positioned to minimize visual impact on Newton Lower Falls. 
 

 We do not support the inclusion of signage rules that would allow for maximum 
flexibility just in case it is needed once the buildings are fully designed.  Instead, we intend to 
request provisions allowing for the UDC to grant waivers to the restrictions in certain cases and 
up to certain limits, but only on a finding by the UDC that the developer has shown good cause 
for the waiver.  Setting limits at the largest extreme that may be warranted based on building 
architecture will, inevitably, suggest that a signage program including all such maximums are 
appropriate or anticipated.  
 
 With the above objective in mind, we intend to propose the following substantive 
limitations:  
 
Building 1 (Office Tower) 

 
 For signs on the north, south and west facing walls: 
 

o No sign on the west facing wall (i.e., facing Newton Lower Falls). 
o One wall sign on each the north and south facing sides of the building, limited to 100 SF, 

with a waiver possible to a maximum of 150 SF. 
 
 We understand that we are in sharp disagreement with Mark Development both on the 
prohibition against a sign facing Lower Falls and the size of the north and south facing signs. 
However, we believe our proposal to be reasonable. 
 
 In support of its position that it should be permitted to have 350 SF signs on each of the 
north, south and west (Lower Falls) facing sides of the tower, Mark Development provided us 
with a permit for signs on the Crown Plaza building over the Mass. Pike, which allowed for 
289 SF signs facing east and west (i.e., facing the direction of the highway traffic).  We do not 
believe that sign on a building straddling the Mass. Pike in a highly commercialized area of 
Newton is comparable to the Riverside site. 
 
 As a counterpoint, we offer, as Attachment A, a photo of and sign permit for the Thermo 
Fischer building on Rt. 128.  As you can see from the permit, the north and south facing signs are 
116.55 SF2.  Our proposal of 100 SF with a potential waiver to 150 SF is in line with this nearby 
Rt. 128-facing building.  Thus, we believe the limitation we propose will not put Mark 
Development at a commercial disadvantage. 
 

                                                 
2 There is a west facing sign of this building as well.  Although we could not find the permit for that sign, from the 
photos is it apparent that it is no larger than the north and south facing signs. 
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 There are, of course, larger signs on Rt. 128 in Waltham,3 but the streets surrounding the 
commercial buildings on Rt. 128 in Waltham are commercial streets, i.e., Bear Hill Road/2nd 
Ave. to the west of Rt. 128 and 3rd, 4th and 5th Avenue to the east of Rt. 128.  In contrast, the 
Riverside development parcel is directly across Rt. 128 from a residential neighborhood and it 
located on a predominately residential street (Grove).  This warrants not only that the Riverside 
office building signs be at the smaller end of what exists in Waltham but also that there be no 
sign facing the residences of Lower Falls.  The building will have more than sufficient visibility 
to the traffic on Rt. 128 with signs facing the direction of that traffic (north and south). 
 
Building 2 (Hotel)   
 
 For signs on the north, south and west facing walls: 
 

o One wall-mounted sign limited to 100 SF on each of the north and south facing sides. 
o One wall-mounted sign limited to 75 SF on the west (Lower Falls) facing side. 

 
 Recognizing that the north and south facing sides of Building 2 may have limited 
highway visibility because of Buildings 1 and 3, we cannot reasonably oppose a sign facing 
Lower Falls on this building.  However, we see no reason why this sign needs to be larger than 
the existing Hotel Indigo sign currently facing this direction, which appears to be 75 SF. Please 
see Attachment C--the Indigo’s sign permit application. We would certainly look to the UDC to 
ensure that the colors and lighting for the final approved design is tasteful and as minimally 
obtrusive to the residences in Lower Falls as possible. 
 
Buildings 3 (residential) 
 
 We understand that Mark Development would like to have a 65 SF wall sign on 
Building 3, bearing the project name or brand.  So long as this sign is on the building wall facing 
the corner of Grove Street and the highway ramp (rather than directly facing Lower Falls), we do 
not intend to oppose a 65 SF maximum permissible size for a sign on Building 3, with the 
additional restriction that illumination be external only.4  

 
Buildings 4 &5 (residential)  
 
For signs that are visible from Grove Street, we intend propose: 
 

o A limit of one sign per building, wall-mounted, exterior illuminated only, bearing 
building address/name only and limited to 15 SF with a possible waiver to 25 SF. 

o External illumination only. 

                                                 
3 One such example is the Wolverine building.  Please see the photo of and permit for this sign indicating that it is 
179 SF (Attachment B).  Even this larger sign is a far cry from the 350 SF signs proposed by Mark Development. 
4 Please note that by external illumination, we mean a lighting source mounted on the building wall and directed 
toward the face of the sign.  “Halo” illumination is not within what we refer to as external lighting nor is any other 
form of lighting which projects outward from the sign. 
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Buildings 6-7 (residential with ground floor retail) 

 
 For signs on these buildings that are visible from Grove Street, we intend to propose the 
following limitations: 

 
o No more than a total of two signs (whether wall-mounted or flag-

mounted/perpendicular/blade signs) per building visible from Grove Street, limited as 
follows:  

� Wall-mounted signs limited to 30 SF each, with a waiver to a maximum of 50 SF 
possible.  

� Flag-mounted/perpendicular/blade signs limited to 15 SF, with the horizontal 
dimension limited to 3 feet. 

o Window signs would be permitted in addition to the above, but limited to window logo 
signs, as described and limited as per Mark Development’s January 2020 Design 
Guidelines, p. 69. 

o Awning signs would be permitted in addition to the above, but would need to conform to 
the Newton Sign Ordinance. 

o Tenants should be prohibited from placing any illuminated displays or signs inside their 
premises that are visible from Grove Street. 
 

Additional restrictions on Buildings 3-7 
 

o No signs on these buildings that are visible from Grove Street may be internally 
illuminated.  Only indirect lighting is permitted.   

o All signs on these buildings that are visible from Grove Street shall be consistent 
(although not necessarily identical) in style and color palette with one another. 
 

Other 
 

Illumination generally 
 

o The provisions of Section 5.2.10.A of the Ordinance prohibiting, among other things, 
blinking or flashing lights should apply, and neon colors should apply. In addition, the 
provisions of Section 5.2.10.D of the Ordinance prohibiting illumination between the 
hours of 11PM and 7AM, with limited exceptions, also should apply. 
 
Based on discussions, we believe Mark Development has no objection to the application 
of either of these provisions. 

 
Freestanding signs on Grove Street 
 

o Only one freestanding sign bearing the project name or brand near the site entrance/exit.  
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Temporary Signs 
 

o Temporary signs, including construction signs, real estate signs, and event signs should 
be permitted only as per the provisions concerning such signs in Newton Sign Ordinance. 
 

 We do not believe that the large size of this project warrants less restrictive rules for 
temporary signage.  If anything, because of the size of the project, the potential negative impact 
of signs not compliant with the Ordinance is greater than if the project were small. 
 
 Thank you very much for your time and attention to these important issues. We look 
forward to the meeting on May 13, 2020. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Liz Mirabile, Chair 
On behalf of the Lower Falls Improvement Association Riverside Committee 
 
cc: Mr. Robert Korff 
 Stephen J. Buchbinder, Esq.  



ATTACHMENT A 





Back to Property Information Page 1 of 1

City of Waltham

Online Permit Information

$98 Total Fee

Certificate No./Date

06/22/2016S201700148Permit No./Date

06/22/2016S201700147Application No./Date

Building PermitBuilding DepartmentType / Category

Purpose / Notes & Comment / Work Description

Permit Information 

THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC  - BOA CASE #2016-09 - INSTALLATION OF TWO 116.5SF WALL SIGNS ON NORTH (1 
SIGN) AND SOUTH (1 SIGN) SIDES OF BUILDING

Linked Names

THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC  INCSign Owner's Name
168 THIRD AVE
WALTHAM MA  02451

TFS LLC.Owner name
C/O MARK WATKINS
81 WYMAN ST
WALTHAM MA 02454-9046

READY 2 RUN GRAPHIC & SIGNS INCSign Erector's Name
240 BARTER AVE
WORCESTER MA

Permit Activity Information

Type / Category Started Completed Status

06/22/2016 06/22/2016 YesApplication Accepted
06/22/2016 06/22/2016 YesPlan Review
06/22/2016 06/22/2016 YesIllumination/Electrical Permit Required
06/22/2016 06/22/2016 YesIssue Permit

Back to Property Information cr11v3.2.3

https://web-server.city.waltham.ma.us:443/GovernEcomponents/WebUserInterface/(S(ghyca1w3ypotcfb42qofypj4))/Report/Web_Report_CrystalViewer.aspx?REPORTNAME=E:%5CGovern%5CeGov%5CReports_TX_Site%5CWAL_WEB_MENUREPORT.rpt&ReportParameter=YEAR_ID=2020;ACCESS_RIGHT=1;LANGUAGE=EN;P_ID=11,117.00
https://web-server.city.waltham.ma.us:443/GovernEcomponents/WebUserInterface/(S(ghyca1w3ypotcfb42qofypj4))/Report/Web_Report_CrystalViewer.aspx?REPORTNAME=E:%5CGovern%5CeGov%5CReports_TX_Site%5CWAL_WEB_MENUREPORT.rpt&ReportParameter=YEAR_ID=2020;ACCESS_RIGHT=1;LANGUAGE=EN;P_ID=11,117.00


ATTACHMENT B 





Back to Property Information Page 1 of 1

City of Waltham

Online Permit Information

$65 Total Fee

Certificate No./Date

07/07/2016S201800001Permit No./Date

06/20/2016S201700144Application No./Date

Building PermitBuilding DepartmentType / Category

Purpose / Notes & Comment / Work Description

Permit Information 

WOLVERINE WORLDWIDE - INSTALL 178.95SF WALL SIGN

Linked Names

ZEE EM TRUST 11Owner name
C/O BOSTON PROPERTIES
TAX DEPARTMENT
800 BOYLSTON ST. #1900
BOSTON MA 02199-8103

ADVANCED SIGNING LLCSign Erector's Name
4 INDUSTRIAL PARKED RD
MEDWAY MA

WOLVERINE WORLDWIDESign Owner's Name
ATTENTION: MICHEALA HUTCHINSON
504 TOTTEN POND RD
WALTHAM MA  02451

Permit Activity Information

Type / Category Started Completed Status

06/20/2016 07/07/2016 YesApplication Accepted
07/07/2016 07/07/2016 YesPlan Review
07/07/2016 07/07/2016 YesIllumination/Electrical Permit Required
07/07/2016 07/07/2016 YesIssue Permit

Back to Property Information cr11v3.2.3

https://web-server.city.waltham.ma.us:443/GovernEcomponents/WebUserInterface/(S(1yf0dxngwuur2rsgnmg1zrod))/Report/Web_Report_CrystalViewer.aspx?REPORTNAME=E:%5CGovern%5CeGov%5CReports_TX_Site%5CWAL_WEB_MENUREPORT.rpt&ReportParameter=YEAR_ID=2020;ACCESS_RIGHT=1;LANGUAGE=EN;P_ID=11,192.00
https://web-server.city.waltham.ma.us:443/GovernEcomponents/WebUserInterface/(S(1yf0dxngwuur2rsgnmg1zrod))/Report/Web_Report_CrystalViewer.aspx?REPORTNAME=E:%5CGovern%5CeGov%5CReports_TX_Site%5CWAL_WEB_MENUREPORT.rpt&ReportParameter=YEAR_ID=2020;ACCESS_RIGHT=1;LANGUAGE=EN;P_ID=11,192.00
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